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Significant investments are being made in the application of new information and communications technologies (ICT) to teaching and learning in higher education. However until recently, there has been little progress in devising an integrated cost-benefit model that decision-makers can use to appraise ICT investment options from the wider institutional perspective. This paper describes and illustrates a model that has been developed to enable evaluations of the costs and benefits of the use of ICT. The strengths and limitations of the model are highlighted and discussed.

Introduction

Higher Education (HE) institutions are currently investing heavily in information and communications technology (ICT) to support teaching and learning. As a result, senior managers, policy-makers and the funding councils are becoming increasingly concerned that more systematic information be made available about the costs and benefits of these activities so as to inform investment decisions (HEFCE, 1998).

In recent years, there has been growing interest in developing models for identifying and analysing the full costs associated with ICT-supported teaching and learning activities (for a review see, Ash & Bacsich, 2002). Over this same period, there has also been considerable research into ways of evaluating the benefits of ICT for teaching and learning. However, with perhaps a few exceptions (e.g. Collis & Moonen, 2001), there is still almost no published literature linking costs and benefits together within a single framework or model that could be used to compare the relative merits of different investment decisions. Most cost-benefit studies are limited in scope usually involving comparisons of a course delivered at a distance with the same course delivered face-to-face; and there are few studies that deal with situations where computer-supported and face-to-face learning methods are integrated rather than separate.

There are two inter-related reasons why research on costs and benefits in HE have progressed separately. Firstly, each area (costs and benefits) has its own distinct methodologies. The rationale for cost evaluation is based on systematic data collection, quantitative analysis and measurable outputs (e.g. monetary, staff time) whereas benefits evaluation relies on indirect and subjective data collection that leads to qualitative analysis (e.g. reports of learning gains rather than actual measures). These differences make it difficult to construct a single framework or model that might relate the two areas together. Secondly, within institutions, those tasked with cost analysis normally have little expertise in benefits evaluation and those with benefits expertise have little costing experience, and these groups rarely work together.
This paper describes the outcome of a UK project that was aimed at developing a model and methodology to evaluate the costs and benefits of the use of ICT in teaching and learning in HE. This work was funded by the Joint Information Systems Committee (JISC) and the cost-benefit model that is proposed is called the INSIGHT model.

The INSIGHT cost-benefit model was conceptualised as a decision-support tool for senior managers in HE tasked with making investment decisions about initiatives in technology-supported teaching. The model comprises a general framework for cost-benefit evaluation and an associated methodology. A basic assumption of the model is that decision-makers rely as much on qualitative information (e.g. about impact or benefits) as on quantitative cost information to inform their reasoning (Oliver, Conole and Bonetti, 1999). The model is flexible in that the cost and benefit categories utilised can be adapted to meet the needs of different stakeholders and institutional contexts (see Patton, 1997 on utilization-focused evaluation). It is also assumed that decision-makers would be actively involved in discussions about strategic priorities and about the output values. It is considered unlikely that the output of any cost-benefit evaluation would ever be accepted unquestionably. Therefore, undertaking the ‘journey’ through the analysis that the INSIGHT model proposes is considered as valuable as getting to the final ‘destination’ (the output ratio of a cost-benefit evaluation).

Research on Cost and Benefits of ICT-supported learning

The first step in developing a cost-benefit model is to identify and apportion all costs associated with a specific ICT-supported teaching and learning activity and to identify the benefits that derive from that activity. There are, however, barriers to the achievement of these conditions.

Existing Financial Systems rarely contain the required cost information

Moonen (1997) has identified some reasons why costs information is difficult to access and quantify in HE. One problem is the lack of systematic collection of cost data. Institutional finance systems are usually organised in relation to the dual requirement of recording financial transactions and providing budgetary control. Unlike large commercial organisations, it is rare to find sophisticated costing systems geared to providing routine information on the costs of specific activities such as courses or classes (Bacsich et al., 2001). Moreover, few institutions have systems capable of apportioning central costs, such as the cost of a network, to local activities at academic department level.

Other reasons given by Moonen for the inability to cost ICT initiatives include disagreement amongst researchers about which costs should be taken into account, the instability and evolving nature of costs and the confidentiality of some costing information. However, cultural barriers are probably the most important impediment to systematic costing practices within HE (Bacsich et al., 2001; Cropper & Cook, 2000). Systematic costing, as applied in commercial models, would require that institutions adopt procedures whereby staff keep records of time spent on different activities (e.g. teaching, research, administration) and this is counter to the culture of
HE. Nonetheless, recent developments in HE such as the Transparency Review are challenging this culture. (Joint Costing and Pricing Steering Group, 1999)

**Evaluation of benefits tends to be too narrowly defined**

The benefits of ICT innovations in HE are normally evaluated from a fairly narrow pedagogical perspective (Gunn, 1997). The main concern is usually with the learning benefits deriving from an ICT innovation although these measures of learning gain are almost always indirect (e.g. confidence logs where students rate their grasp of underlying principles) rather than direct (e.g. exam marks). Few studies evaluate the benefits from the wider institutional perspective; for example, the benefits that an ICT initiative in teaching might have for organisational processes within the institution (e.g. improved communication,) or for the external standing of the institution (e.g. its public image). There is a need for a framework that goes beyond educational benefits and starts to identify ‘hidden benefits’ at other levels within an HE institution.

**Benefits are rarely considered in relation to the strategic objectives of the institution**

The benefits of an ICT initiative are rarely considered in relation to the overall goals of the HE institution as defined in its mission statement, strategic objectives or learning strategy (Collis and Moonen, 2001). An ICT initiative that helped progress an institution’s strategic objectives should be judged of higher value (the benefits should be considered greater) than a comparable initiative that did not progress those objectives. For example, consider an innovation which involved giving students laptops with radio cards to improve their access to learning resources which in turn required that a wireless network be constructed in a specific department. In this case, the benefits accruing to this initiative might be rated more highly if the university had as one of its strategic objectives to develop a wireless networked campus than if this was not an objective.

**The contribution of ICT in teaching and learning cannot be isolated**

It can be difficult to attribute benefits to a specific aspect of a teaching and learning situation. For example, Draper et al (1996) have argued that all factors in a teaching and learning situation interact and that it is not possible to isolate the benefits of ICT from the wider context or to determine causal relationships. When ICT is introduced to support an existing educational system there will necessarily be associated changes in other areas, for example, teacher roles, student motivation, resource availability or course organisation processes.

**Comparing benefits across ICT projects is problematic**

Another important issue is the absence of evaluation methodologies, or criteria, that would allow one to compare benefits reliably across different ICT projects (Draper 1997, Jones et al., 2000). Comparisons across ICT projects are crucial to the making of investment decisions yet in most evaluations of ICT-based education the methodologies are tailored to the specific teaching context. Moreover, triangulation, using multiple evaluation instruments, is a recommended practice in order to be able to draw more robust conclusions about benefits (Rossi and Freeman, 1993). Yet, some commonality of evaluation methods or criteria would seem to be a prerequisite for cross project comparisons. A further difficulty is that the value assigned to benefits
may vary depending on the stakeholder – e.g. teacher, senior manager (see, Anderson et al., 2002).

Commentary

There are no simple solutions to the above problems. Decision-makers and researchers must accept that it will not be possible to obtain exact measures of costs and benefits and that there will always be a great deal of subjectivity in cost-benefit evaluation. Furthermore, there is no point in having precision in one area (costs) when evaluations in the other area (benefits) are likely to be highly subjective. The INSIGHT model tries to strike a balance in relation to costs and benefits by providing a framework that is pragmatic and flexible. On the costs side, a high level approach is adopted that should be workable within current institutional financial systems. On the benefits side, the model attempts to support subjective judgements by suggesting ways in which evaluation criteria can be made more explicit and weighted in relation to institutional goals. The overall focus of the model has been to develop procedures that would support more systematic thinking about cost-benefit relationships.

A Framework for the Evaluation of Costs

Identifying costs

The main difficulty in costing ICT-supported teaching and learning activities is identifying the full range of costs associated with those activities. Where a course is web-based the ICT related resources (human and material) utilised in providing that course extend beyond those incurred by the academic department. The network hardware, the software, the ICT support services, and even the cost of housing the web server, are all part of the cost of that web-based provision.

In industry, activity-based costing (ABC) is a widely adopted technique to assess the full costs of different activities within an organisation. ABC assigns costs in relation to different types of activities taking into account that these activities will often cut across organisational boundaries. Although ABC is not common in HE, this method of costing apportionment has been investigated and trialed by Bacsich and his co-workers (Bacsich, Ash, Boniwell, Kaplan, Mardell and Caven-Atack, 1999; Bacsich et al., 2001). Implementation of ABC is very costly, complex, and time-consuming. This has resulted in significant resistance to its introduction to HE. In response to these difficulties the approach adopted here has been to take a pragmatic and high-level approach to the attribution of costs to activities.

Apportioning Costs

Three distinct types of cost centre have been identified as relevant in the development of a costing framework for ICT-supported teaching and learning activities: Infrastructure; Value-added and Support. Infrastructure cost centres are used to collect the total cost of ownership for ICT assets. For example, the total cost of ownership of a network server would encompass not only the acquisition costs but also licensing costs and external support contracts.

Value-added activities comprise any activity in an institution which results in the generation of external benefit (financial or otherwise) and which are undertaken in
pursuit of the institution’s primary objectives. Teaching and learning, research, commercial exploitation of knowledge, residences and catering are value-added activities in higher education (Joint Funding Councils, 1997). All other activities within an institution can be defined as ‘support activities’. This would encompass administrative and academic support functions including central ICT support functions. The focus of this paper is value added activities relating to teaching and learning.

Given that not all costs can be directly attributed to value-added activities, the ABC approach involves apportionment of costs from other cost centres. In Figure 1 this is depicted by the horizontal arrows from infrastructure and support costs to value added activities.

**Figure 1:** The Cost-Benefit model depicting the allocation of costs to value added activities and the categories of benefit deriving from those activities.

Given that not all costs can be directly attributed to value-added activities, the ABC approach involves apportionment of costs from other cost centres. In Figure 1 this is depicted by the horizontal arrows from infrastructure and support costs to value added activities.

**Cost categories**

In order to develop a workable model for costing it is necessary to categorise costs into generic types that are dealt with in broadly similar ways. Figure 1 also depicts the four types of costs that have been identified as critical to the model – capital, revenue,
staff costs and overheads – although other costing categories could easily be accommodated.

Staff costs account for 58% of all expenditure in Higher Education (HESA, 1999) with academic salaries accounting for 33% therefore it is crucial that the model incorporates realistic figures for staff time. The model assumes that institutions can produce reasonable estimates based on category costs (e.g. lecturer, senior lecturer). Rumble (1997) discusses the difficulties associated with this approach.

Capital costs refer to items of non-recurrent expenditure that are written off over an expected useful lifespan. The model proposes that capital costs would include time spent on initial course or software development. The actual number of years over which capital costs are written off would depend on the factors that make re-investment necessary (e.g. changes in technology or in course content) and on accounting conventions (e.g. amortisation).

Revenue costs in this model are defined as non-capitalised expenditure occurring in academic departments or for IT support activities. Having identified staff, capital and revenue costs, all other institutional costs (e.g. utilities) are dealt with in much less detail and are apportioned as Overheads.

Commentary

In contrast to true ABC, which assumes an institution’s financial ledger would be re-analysed to extract precise costing information, the model here advocates that the figures for costs are sourced from much higher-level documentation (e.g. departmental estimates of staff time on specific activities, annual budgets and forecasts, planning documents, expenditure summaries). This methodology facilitates a quicker analysis of expenditure but places a higher burden on the user of the model (than the mechanistic ABC approach) to identify all the relevant expenditure.

The degree of accuracy that is lost in taking a high-level approach to costing in the model is justifiable for at least two reasons. First, it reduces the costs of conducting the costing exercise. Secondly, the effort spent in collecting detailed costs is negated when these figures are subsequently combined with the more subjective qualitative benefits information in order to derive cost-benefit relationships.

Framework for the Evaluation of Benefits

Classifying Benefits

Initial work suggested that three broad categories of benefits would need to be considered – educational, organisational and external benefits. This categorisation, shown in Figure 1, recognises that most institutions seek to deliver the best education that they can (educational objectives), to be effectively and efficiently organised and managed (organisational objectives) and to have a high standing within their external communities and within society (external objectives). These benefit categories would obviously overlap and inter-relate in various ways in relation to a specific activity: for example, an ICT initiative in teaching might not just incur educational benefits for students but might also improve information flow within the organisation or improve
the standing of the institution with a particular external community. Tables 1, 2 and 3 illustrate a range of benefits within the three categories: educational, organisational and external and their associated evaluation methods.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BENEFIT TYPE</th>
<th>EXAMPLE EVALUATION METHODS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Student satisfaction / motivation</td>
<td>• Questionnaires and surveys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Focus groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Retention Rates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enhanced quality of student learning</td>
<td>• Confidence in learning logs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Test and examination results</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• External examiners reports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Departmental reviews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Teaching quality assessment reports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improved access to learning resources</td>
<td>• Survey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Log-in information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Re-usability of learning resources</td>
<td>• Course planning documents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Teacher’s reports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Student surveys of use</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Educational Benefits and example evaluation methods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BENEFIT TYPE</th>
<th>EXAMPLE EVALUATION METHODS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Increased staff satisfaction /motivation</td>
<td>• Surveys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Staff turnover rates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Appraisal data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development of staff skills (e.g. IT)</td>
<td>• ‘Investors in People’ indicators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Appraisal data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improvements in organisational efficiency</td>
<td>• Investors in people indicators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Information flow indicators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Savings in staff time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Improvements in service provision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovation</td>
<td>• Comparisons with other HE institutions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Value of research contracts secured</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Research publications on ICT-supported learning</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Organisational Benefits and example evaluation methods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BENEFIT TYPE</th>
<th>EXAMPLE EVALUATION METHODS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Enhanced public profile of the institution</td>
<td>• Number of hits on relevant web-sites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Newspaper reports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Recruitment Rates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Number or quality of applications for courses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Professional bodies ratings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Teaching quality assessment reports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategic partnering with external organisations (e.g. other HE institutions, commercial or community organisations)</td>
<td>• Formal and informal agreements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Surveys</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3: External Benefits and example evaluation methods

Weighting and rating benefits

In applying the model, an institution would weight the selected benefits in a systematic way, in relation to its strategic objectives. For example, an institution with strategic motivations that emphasise community involvement might initially weight criteria such as ‘strategic partnering’ more highly than say ‘student satisfaction’. This is consistent with the HEFCE (1999) paper "Appraising Investment Decisions", which makes the following observations:

*The institution must first decide what criteria [benefits] are significant and how to score them; scores can be weighted to reflect their relative importance. The results are only an aid to decision making, and can never relate to any absolute measure. However, even if the scores and weightings are fundamentally subjective, the institution will be in a better position to explain the rationale for its decision.*

Commentary

The three broad benefits categories are provisional at this stage but they do provide a starting point for benefits analysis within a framework that is reasonably broad in scope. The results of a case study of cost-benefits of online delivery conducted by Oliver *et al* (1999) would suggest that the types of benefits we proposed are realistic. It is assumed that the actual benefit criteria would be chosen by the users of the model and would differ depending on the HE institution and its strategic objectives. Furthermore, the benefits could in practice be more broadly or narrowly defined. For example, instead of ‘improvements in organisational efficiency’ one might focus more narrowly on ‘effort needed to keep information about students up-to-date’.

The INSIGHT Cost -Benefit model

Simply identifying costs and benefits does not allow a comparison of ICT investments; to achieve this, an evaluation methodology is required. In this section the six steps of the INSIGHT cost-benefit model will be outlined and illustrated using a hypothetical example.

Step 1: Identify the scope of the activities for each option to be included in the costing.

The INSIGHT Model is based on ‘option appraisal’ techniques, where several competing options are evaluated and a relative, as opposed to an absolute, assessment of their value is made.

In our example, a fictitious institution, ‘Kelvinglen University’, wishes to evaluate the costs and benefits of three classes that utilise ICT in different ways, in order to determine which model should receive further strategic investment. A fourth class uses traditional teaching methods and is included as a baseline comparison. All classes are first year, in social sciences disciplines, and have similar student numbers.
• **Class 101 - ‘The Laptop Project’**. This class utilises university-owned laptop computers in order to promote group-working and enhanced communication.

• **Class 102 - ‘The Virtual Learning Environment Project’**. This class uses the facilities provided by a centrally maintained Virtual Learning Environment (VLE).

• **Class 103 - ‘Personal Response System Project’ (PRS)**. This technology provides instantaneous feedback on learning to students and helps teachers manage large class discussions.

• **Class 104 – Traditional Teaching Methods**

**Step 2: Determine the total cost of the activities for each option**

Table 4 assumes that the total cost of running each class has been carried out, including the direct costs within the teaching department and the apportioned infrastructure and support service costs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Total Costs</th>
<th>£ K</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Class 101 - Laptop Project</td>
<td>148.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class 102 – VLE</td>
<td>132.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class 103 - Personal Response System</td>
<td>100.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class 104 - Traditional</td>
<td>74.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 4: Total costs of each class including direct and indirect costs*

**Step 3: Identify and weight the evaluation criteria (benefits)**

A limited set of benefits (criteria) is identified against which the classes are evaluated (See Table 5). Kelvinglen University has a strategy that, among other things, emphasises balancing **innovative** use of ICT with high **student satisfaction** and on developing a **high public profile in ICT**. Hence student satisfaction, innovation and public perception are given the highest weightings on a scale of 1-10. It should be noted here that the number of criteria to be used in the model is not fixed and decision-makers can determine the number that works best for their institution. However, we believe that in practice it will be best to agree on 3 to 7 key criteria, those that matter most to the institution.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benefit Type</th>
<th>Weighting (in scale of 1-10)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Student Satisfaction</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning Quality</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased Staff Satisfaction</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovation</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Perception of the Institution</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 5: Benefits sought after by the University of Kelvinglen and the weightings of these benefits based on institution’s strategic priorities.*

**Step 4: Evaluate the options using the weighted criteria**

For each of the chosen evaluation criteria the users of the model must decide on an appropriate evaluation methodology. The model is not prescriptive about what methodology should be used. However, in the interests of comparability the same
criteria should be applied across each option. For example, Kelvinglen University has
decided to use the results of a comprehensive student survey to inform the evaluation
of ‘student satisfaction’. For ‘staff satisfaction’, survey data exists for only two of the
options and therefore the evaluation group have decided to judge this criterion on the
basis of anecdotal evidence. No quantitative evidence exists to inform the evaluation
of ‘public perception’ criterion so the group relies on judgements of an ‘expert
witness’ - the institution’s Press Officer.

For each option the results of these evaluations are translated into a rating on a 1-10
scale. The rating for each evaluation criterion is multiplied by the weighting for that
criterion to arrive at a weighted score. The sum of these weighted scores represents a
‘measure of benefits’ for each option or class (See Table 6).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benefit Type</th>
<th>Institutional Priorities: Weighted Criteria (1-10)</th>
<th>Evaluation Score (1-10)</th>
<th>Final Weighted Score (1-100)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All Classes</td>
<td></td>
<td>101 202 303 404</td>
<td>101 202 303 404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student Satisfaction</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9 9 9 5</td>
<td>72 72 72 40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning Quality</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7 3 9 5</td>
<td>49 21 63 35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased Staff Satisfaction</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9 4 7 3</td>
<td>45 20 35 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovation</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6 6 5 3</td>
<td>54 54 45 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Perception of the Institution</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8 2 4 4</td>
<td>64 16 32 32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measure of Benefits</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>284 183 247 149</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Measure of benefits for each class/option (sum of the weighted scores)

Step 5: Determine the total cost-benefit ratio for each option.

Having determined the cost and the benefits of each option (class) these can be
compared to provide a relative assessment. The simplest method of doing this is to
divide the benefits measures by the annual costs to produce a cost-benefit ratio (See
Table 7).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Annual Cost (£ K)</th>
<th>Benefits</th>
<th>Cost-benefit ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Class 101</td>
<td>148.8</td>
<td>284</td>
<td>1.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class 102</td>
<td>132.0</td>
<td>183</td>
<td>1.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class 103</td>
<td>100.4</td>
<td>247</td>
<td>2.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class 104</td>
<td>74.8</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>1.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7: The cost-benefit ratio for each option (benefits divided by annual costs)

Step 6: Plot the results graphically and discuss their meaning

These results can plotted on a graph (Figure 2), with the ‘Expected Benefits’ line
showing an average level of benefit that one might expect to accrue per £ of
investment. Options above and to the left of this line give a better than average
effective return per £ of cost, whereas options to the right and below the line give a
poorer than average return. Potentially, if enough data were accumulated about
existing and proposed services, this ‘Expected Benefits’ ratio could be used to judge
the value of any ICT project in isolation.

On examining Figure 2, Kelvinglen University might choose to invest in Class 103 as
this gives the best return on investment. If no financial constraints existed, then
Class101 offers the highest overall benefits rating in terms of the criteria. Class 104 is
the least effective (measured against the institution’s objectives) but it is also the
cheapest giving it a reasonable cost-benefit analysis. These results, however, cannot
be taken at face value and would have to be explored by those charged with making
investment decisions.

The INSIGHT Model as a Decision Support Tool

The hypothetical example of a cost-benefit analysis outlined in this paper described
the procedures in somewhat mechanical terms. However, the real value of the model
is in the way that it would be utilised by decision-makers. It is envisaged that
decision-makers would be involved, at an early stage, in proposing both the costing
and benefits categories as well as the benefits weightings. This means that there is
considerable flexibility in the way that the model might be constructed. Indeed, it
could be argued that users actually build their own decision-making model tailored to
their own institutional context. Research on ‘toolkits’ in other decision-making domains (e.g. course design) has demonstrated that this kind of model building process has significant benefits (Conole and Oliver, 2002). It helps users to ‘reflect upon and structure their thought processes’ while making decisions in areas of professional practice.

It is also assumed that decision-makers would be involved in discussions after cost-benefit figures are produced. It is inconceivable that a decision-making group would make investment choices based on a single calculation. The group would invariably wish to explore the cost-benefit results that derive from different strategic priorities. This would require examining the effects of changes in benefits weightings and in ratings. So, while the model produces quantitative outputs it is assumed that these figures are provisional and that they merely act as triggers for debate and discussion. A final point to note here is that although we have described the model from the strategic perspective of a HE institution the model could just as easily be constructed in relation to other organisational levels (e.g. faculty or department).

**Issues to be addressed in future developments**

The cost-benefit model outlined in this paper is currently being piloted across six HE institutions. However, conceptual testing has already helped us identify a number of issues that must be addressed as the model is developed.

**Scope versus depth of impact**

In the Kelvinglen example, it was assumed that the numbers of students participating in each class were broadly similar. However, if the numbers had differed significantly a question arises: ‘is it better to implement an ICT project that has a small impact on large numbers of people or that has a big impact on a smaller group’. For example, if the cost-benefit ratios were the same, would it be better to invest in a communications infrastructure that has a small effect in supporting teaching and learning across the whole institution or to invest in a highly developed system in one faculty. This emphasises the importance of dialogue and of weighting objectives closely to strategic priorities.

**Timing of cost-benefit analyses**

A second issue concerns the timing of cost-benefit analyses. The Kelvinglen example assumed that the options appraisal was carried out after implementation. The advantages of retrospective appraisal are that it is possible to collect harder evidence of costs and benefits. If the appraisal were carried out prior to the start of a new initiative (e.g. to obtain funding) then the costs-benefits data in the model would necessarily be provisional and more subjective. Nonetheless, new initiatives are normally run as pilots and hence increased subjectivity at this stage would normally be expected. Another concern is that the costs and benefits deriving from the first run of a new initiative might be quite different from those that occur when the change has become embedded into operational procedures. While the costing model suggests gradually writing off the initial start-up costs (amortising) over an extended time-span this has not been shown in the example and no corresponding adjustment has been suggested for benefits.
A third issue concerns the difficulty of obtaining measures of benefits that would allow comparison across different ICT projects. As the Kelvinglen example shows, there is no simple solution to this problem and especially when one might be comparing investment scenarios that produce quite different benefits. However, in practice, with a small number of criteria (aligned to strategic objectives), evaluators should be able to rank order the benefits of different projects in relation to these criteria. Moreover, benefits evaluation data could be made more systematic and comparable. This could be done by employing an independent evaluator to scrutinise the findings of the evaluation reports from different ICT projects, by ensuring that each project is evaluated across a common set of criteria and by having different project evaluators discuss their findings as a group before making recommendations to the decision-making body.

Conclusion

The cost-benefit model described in this paper was devised to help decision-makers to evaluate choices regarding ICT investments in teaching and learning. Key features of the model are that it can be adapted to quite different organisational, financial and ICT structures; that it concentrates on high-level costs; that it takes an institution-wide perspective on benefits; and that it focuses decision-making on a small number of strategic priorities, those that matter most to the institution. Finally, the model is a work in progress and we welcome feedback from readers to help us refine our thinking.

Note

An earlier Report on the INSIGHT project, that was submitted to JISC, including a software model can be found at: [http://www.mis.strath.ac.uk/predict/projects/insight/index.htm](http://www.mis.strath.ac.uk/predict/projects/insight/index.htm)
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